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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is consolidating its IT operations efforts by moving
the Finance, IT, and QA departments towards a self-service
environment, following SDDC best practices.
- All departments have different priorities and expectations
for uptime of the required infrastructure and applications.
- Project stakeholders are still discussing final approvals for
the
budget wan the CFO.
- To drive down the operating cost of the environment, only
blade
servers will implement this project.
- To ensure business continuity, a colocation provider was
chosen to
fail over virtual machines.
- The implementation of the project will follow a public

reference
architecture provided by VMware.
What is the assumption in this scenario?
A. The environment will be shared by several departments.
B. The chosen architecture is sufficient.
C. Final budget approvals are being discussed.
D. All departments demand different SLAs.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Access port strips out the VLAN ID when it receives the
same data frame with the same VLAN ID and PVID. Then forward
directly.
A. Correct
B. Error
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You want to provide instructions to the user filling out a
form. You are considering using paragraph rules for the
instructions. What three benefits do paragraph rules provide
over standard labels? (Choose three.)
A. Paragraph rules can be translated.
B. Paragraph rules support rich text.
C. Paragraph rules be edited by the user.
D. Paragraph rules can include images.
E. Paragraph rule are supported in correspondence.
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
You want to deploy an application to the cloud. You need to
control the amount of RAW, storage, CPU cores, networking
ports, and IP addresses. Which type of cloud service should you
choose in this scenario?
A. IaaS
B. SaaS
C. DBaaS
D. PaaS
Answer: A
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